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Tutorial for making metamodels and
models using the DPF Model Editor
By Ola Bråten
The Diagram Predicate Framework (DPF) Model Editor is a graphical tool for the specification of
(meta)models, the tool also has functionality for creating domain specific editors based on the
metamodels. It is a part of the DPF Workbench which features the model editor, a signature
editor and functionality for code generation. One of the key functionalities of DPF Model Editor is
that you can have virtually unlimited levels of metamodels. It can also specify arbitrary
constraints on any subgraph of the specification; unary, binary and ternary... DPF has proven
useful when formalizing some MDE concepts like metamodeling, transformation of models and
version control of models. The DPF Workbench is made as an addon for the Eclipse Modeling
IDE.

Installing the DPF Workbench
If you are not yet familiar with the Eclipse Modelling IDE you can find a good tutorial here:
http://www.vogella.de/articles/Eclipse/article.html
To start using the DPF Model Editor you need the Juno version of the Eclipse Modeling Tools
which can be found on the Eclipse homepage and the DPF Workbench plugin which can be
found on http://dpf.hib.no/downloads/. To install it, click Help and Install New Software... in
Eclipse, add http://dpf.hib.no/editor/update as a software repository and choose to install the
DPF Workbench from there.

Using the DPF Model Editor
In this tutorial we will define a domain model for modelling the workflow for treatment of cancer
related pain. As this is a big and complex process we will only make the two levels of the
metamodelling hierarchy and a small part of the instance model. Further explanation of this
model can be found in the paper DPF Workbench: A Diagrammatic MultiLayer Domain Specific
(Meta) Modelling Environment.
After having installed the DPF Workbench plugin for Eclipse you can create a new DPF project
by pressing “Other...” in the “New” dialog in the “File” option of Eclipse. In the window that now
pops up, you choose to create a new Diagram Predicate Framework Project as shown on figure
1 below.
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Figure 1.

When your project has been created you use the same procedure again to add a DPF
Specification Diagram to the specifications folder in your project.

The first metamodel level
In this tutorial we will make a metamodel hierarchy in order to specify a workflow for the
treatment of cancer related pain. This first metamodel will define some basic structures and
constraints for the next metamodel.
Start by using the method above to create the project and make a DPF Specification Diagram
called process_m3.dpf in your specifications folder. The m3 at the end of the diagram name is to
easily see which level this metamodel is at.
You start out with the elements Node and Arrow by default when you make a new model in the
DPF Model Editor, as seen in figure 2 and 3.
In your newly created diagram you now add two nodes named “Element” and “Control”. The
element node will be used to type the main elements while the Control node will be used to
control the flow.
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You then create an arrow from element to element by selecting arrow and click element twice,
name this arrow “Flow”. Create three more arrows, one from Control to Control named
“NextControl”, another from Element to Control named ControlIn, and the third from Control to
Element named “ControlOut”.

Figure 2. The signature bar is highlighted by a red frame.

We now add constraints to the model, select the arrow named NextControl and hold down Ctrl
to select the ControlIn arrow as well. Now with both arrows selected press the [jointlysurjective]
constraint on the signature bar. This will make these two arrows [jointlysurjective] which
assures that a control must have at least one NextControl or ControlIn connected to it.
Select the ControlOut arrow and the NextControl arrow and apply the [xor] constraint to them.
This makes sure that every Control node has exactly one NextControl or one ControlOut arrow
attached to it. Also apply the [multiplicity] constraint to the ControlOut arrow and make sure it
says [0..1], if it doesn’t you may change it in the properties window while having the appropriate
arrow selected as seen in figure 3 below.
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Figure 3. The complete process_m3 model.
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The second metamodel level
This metamodel will define more specific structures and constraints for our next and final model
using the structures and constraints we defined in the first metamodel. You start by creating a
new DPF Specification Model again, name it process_m2.dpf and choose process_m3.dpf.xmi
as type graph as shown in figure 4 below.

Figure 4.

This should leave you with a new empty model and the types you specified in process_m3
should be visible in the palette on the right, see figure 5.
In this new model you start by creating an Element named “Activity” and two Controls named
“Choice” and “Condition”. Next you make two flows from Activity and back to itself, name one
“Sequence” and the other “Message”, give both of them the [irreflexive] constraint. The
[irreflexive] constraint makes sure no Activity can have a Sequence or Message pointing back
at itself.
Add a NextControl from Choice to Condition and name it “ChoiceCondition”, apply the
[surjective] and the [multiplicity] constraint [1..*] to it. Also add a ControlOut from Condition to
Activity with the [injective] constraint and same [multiplicity] constraint as ChoiceCondition,
name it “ChoiceOut”.
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Lastly, create a ControlIn from Activity to Choice which you name “ChoiceIn”. Give it the
[injective], the [surjective] and [multiplicity] [1..*] constraints. Add a [nand] constraint between
this and Sequence. Your model should now look somewhat like in figure 5 below.

Figure 5. The complete process_m2 model.

On figure 6 below you can see a model which would fail the [xor] constraint on NextControl and
ControlOut because of the highlighted arrow.

Figure 6. The highlighted arrow will make the validation fail.
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The model level
You must now create a third model with the process_m2.dpf.xmi as type graph. Start this model
by adding an activity named “Pain Assessment” and a Choice named “Currently on Regular
Opioid?”. Add a ChoiceIn from Pain Assessment to Currently on Regular Opioid.
Next you need two conditions named “Yes” and “No”, connect these to the Choice you just
made by making one ChoiceCondition to each one. Select these two ChoiceConditions and
apply the xor constraint indicating that only one of them can be chosen.
Add an Activity named “Gather Opioid Information” and connect it with a ChoiceOut from Yes
and an Activity named “Measure Pain Intensity” connected with a ChoiceOut from No. Your
model should now look like figure 7 below, this tutorial stops explaining here, but the full model of
the workflow for treatment of cancer related pain is visible below in figure 8.

Figure 7.
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Figure 8. The complete process_m1 model.
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